Engineering
Products & Services

INTERFLEX is in the supply and service of high quality industrial tools and our goal is to provide the highest level of
service, the broadest selection of products at the most competitive prices.
INTERFLEX has built an enviable reputation in the UAE for being a reliable business partner, offering complete
engineering products & system solutions catering to various sectors including
Petrochemical
Marine
Manufacturing

OUR
BUSINESS
REACH

Construction

Oil & Gas

Power &
Desalination

Mining and
Mineral Industries

Our trained and skilled technical sales engineering team ensures solution for every application. We represent various
brands from USA, Europe and Asia in the Middle East. Our strengths lie in having world renowned products, large
inventory and vast industrial engineering expertise.
UK

PIPE HANGER & SUPPORTS

TUBE EXPANDERS

SPAIN

NETHERLANDS

ISO 9001: 2015

HYDROTEST PUMPS

USA

SERVICES & RENTAL

MACOGA is a worldwide leading supplier of Expansion Joints, as well as, comprehensive specific solutions. MACOGA
designs, manufactures and supplies state-of-the art Metal, Rubber and Fabric Expansion Joints.

SERVICE

ON-SITE SERVICE

DESIGN & CALCULATION

MACOGA Site Staff of expert technicians is available on
and as-needed basis. Our service group consists of

E.J.M.A

highly-qualified technicians and engineers specialized in

(Expansion Joint Manufacturers Association, Inc.)

expansion joints.

ASME VIII
Div. 1, App. 26

PREMIUM SERVICE

EN 14917

During emergency situation (plant shut-down, parts

European Standard for Metal Expansion Joints.

failure, etc) you can’t afford to wait in line for a standard
delivery to get your Expansion joints.

Features and Benefits:
Immediate reply to your inquiry
High Priority Production
Guaranteed Delivery.

PIHASA is the leading Spanish manufacturer of pipe supports and hangers for the power generation, petrochemical
industry and Industrial Pipes. PIHASA products are particularly relevant when there are thermal movements due to
high or low temperature operation conditions.

Strainers

Shoes, u-belts and components for guided and anchors

Variable spring supports

Hydraulic snubbers

Constant spring supports

Sliding plates for pipe and equipment supports

Hanger

Thermal supports for high temperature service

Struts

Insulated supports for cold or cryogenic service
Special and custom fabricated supports

HYDROSTATIC
TEST PUMPS

Rice Hydraulics Is the World Leader in the hydrostatic test pump manufacturing
market. With over 30 years of experience, RICE has designed over 30 different stock
models of test pumps for the water, gas and process industries. RICE has the
knowledge to build your order to suit. Our test pumps are engineered for precision
performance and durability. Diaphragm, roller, piston and plunger pumps are
available with power sources in gas, electric, diesel or air driven. Integrating
product excellence, superior customer service, large stocking inventory with same
day shipping.

TORQUE EQUIPMENT

PIPE COUPLINGS
Romac is a world leader in the design, manufacture and supply of pipe couplings, flange adaptors, pipe repair and
flow control solutions. Since its inceptions, Romac pushed to develop new ideas into inventive products that no
one in the industry had seen.
Dismantling joints

Flexible Couplings

Equipment connection fittings.

HDPE Pipe Products

Repair couplings

Sewer Products

TUBE EXPANDERS
The TECO tube expanders company is in tooling for the
Heat Transfer Industry. Teco is the makers of the
Expanders,

Cleaners

&

Accessories

for

the

manufacturing of boilers, condensers and heat
exchangers. TECO offers an unchallenged level of
service and support. TECO guarantees customer the
most efficient and dependable tube expanders and
accessories on the market today.

PRESSURE WASHERS
Cam Spray is a leading manufacturer of industrial
grade cold and hot water pressure washers, steam
pressure washers and washing systems. Cam Spray
pressure washers are of the highest quality, built with
powerful motors and durable components.

RENTAL SERVICE/ CALIBRATION SERVICE
Industrial Equipment Hire Tool Specialists offering rental
Hydraulic Torque wrenches and multipliers
Hydraulic Bolt Tensioners (Sub Sea and Top Side)
Calibration services for hydraulic, pneumatic manual torque
Hydraulic Jacks and Pumps
Hydrotest Pumps
Load banks

INDUSTRIAL PIPELINE FLUSHING
Flushing hydraulic pipework before starting a new or modified system removes harmful contaminants and
helps to prevent potential hydraulic system failure on start up. Interflex has extensive experience of Oil Flushing
with the Hydraulic Pipelines, Industrial Pipe Flushing and Lube Oil Flushing System associated with Industrial,
marine and offshore installations.
Our experienced and skilled technical staff guarantees a complete service package that includes the issue of
final certification according to NAS code
OUR SERVICE GUARANTEES THE FOLLOWING:
Reduced Unscheduled Downtime
Increased Equipment Life
Reduced operation costs
Improved Reliability
Increased Effectiveness

INTERFLEX
P.O. Box: 47987, Dubai - U.A.E
Tel: +971 4 2586504 / Fax: +971 4 2586704
Email: info@interflexme.com
Website: www.interflexme.com

